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By systematically examining
alternative business models,
the tool manufacturer
Kennametal was able to
develop new service-based
offerings.

Image courtesy of Kennametal.
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Systematically exploring alternative approaches to value creation can allow companies to

find new opportunities for growth.

ORGANIZATIONS TRADITIONALLY PURSUE growth via one or more of

three broad paths:

They invest heavily in product development so they can produce new and

better offerings.

They develop deep consumer insights in order to offer new and better

ways to satisfy customers’ needs.

They concentrate on strategy formulation to grow by acquisition or by

moving into new or adjacent markets.

Each of these paths usually involves devoting considerable time and

resources to developing a corresponding organizational competency. For

example, to build product capability, companies typically invest in in-house research and development

departments and/or technology-sourcing expertise. Establishing customer insight capability often

requires creating in-house market research units and implementing robust feedback links between the

sales force and the developers of product or service lines. And creating a strategy capability generally

involves setting up dedicated corporate strategy units and merger and acquisition groups or engaging

consultants.

Recently, a fourth path has emerged, one that we might label “business model experimentation”: the

pursuit of growth through the methodical examination of alternative business models. At its heart,

business model experimentation is a means to explore alternative value creation approaches quickly,

inexpensively and, to the extent possible, through “thought experiments.” The process sheds new light on

potential competitors and lowers the risk of taking the wrong or a lesser-potential road — all for an initial

investment that is typically quite small relative to what can be gained.

Research conducted in the last 10 years has established a link between business
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QUESTION

How can your company
explore business model
innovation?

FINDINGS

Create a template that

allows you to examine

alternative answers to key

business model questions.

Use the template to

systematically consider

alternative approaches to

value creation.

Be clear upfront about

what you don’t want to

change about the way you

do business.

model innovation and value creation.1 To our minds, this research points to the

need for organizations to build a competency in business model innovation —

that is, in the process of exploring possible business model alternatives that

can be pursued to commercialize any given idea prior to going out into the

market and expending resources. However, few organizations have

successfully conceived and executed a business model different from their

current one, fewer still have done it more than once and only a handful have

put in place a methodical approach to business model innovation.

Our goal is to demonstrate how an organization’s ability to methodically and

routinely examine multiple business model alternatives — in other words, by

treating the business model as a variable and not a constant — can serve as a

critical enabler of growth, allowing executives to anticipate, adjust to and

capitalize on new technologies or customer insights. The approach we describe

is based on research over the last two decades into mechanisms of reliable,

methodical business model generation as well as our own work helping

companies2 build the capability to create repeatable growth through business

model experimentation.

ABOUT THE RESEARCH »

What Is a Business Model?

At a conceptual level, a business model includes all aspects of a company’s approach to developing a

profitable offering and delivering it to its target customers. A review of the relevant literature reveals that

more than 40 different components — such as target customer, type of offering and pricing approach —

have been included in various definitions of business models put forward over the past few decades, with

much of the variation stemming from differences between the industries and circumstances in which a

definition has been applied.3

For our purposes, we will explore the concept of a business model by addressing several core questions

that the majority of business model researchers deal within their models:

Who is the target customer?

What need is met for the customer?

What offering will we provide to address that need?

How does the customer gain access to that offering?

What role will our business play in providing the offering?

How will our business earn a profit?

In any working business model, the answers to these questions are fixed. But what if they weren’t? What if
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you considered each of them as a variable? What new opportunities could you capture that you can’t

address with your current business model? The answers to these questions form the essence of business

model experimentation.

Starting the Process

The first step in the business model exploration process is to create a template to examine possible

alternative answers to the questions above. (See “A Business Model Development Template.”) The

questions that help to shape a business model represent a series of decisions, each of which has a set of

possible outcomes. Our template lays out various possible outcomes within the business model structure.

Selecting one possibility from each category and then linking them together forms one potential new way

to proceed. And, of course, selecting different combinations creates other possible outcomes.

To see how this works, consider how an airline might use the template

to generate alternative business models. Currently, airlines serve a

range of customers with the same basic model. For example,

regardless of whether the customer is going on vacation with her

family, traveling on business or responding to an emergency, airlines

use the standard pay-per-seat model with which we are all familiar.

Minor levels of customization exist — for example, larger seats and

priority boarding for those who pay for them — but the core model is

the same for all.

To explore business model innovation, an airline could start by picking

a specific customer group and then beginning to explore potential

options other than its current model. Answers to the question “How

does the customer gain access to the offering?” (which is essentially

the same as asking “How will we sell it?”) could include “Through travel agents” or “Through online

websites” or “Through self-service kiosks” or “As part of partnerships.” As for where on the value chain the

airline might operate, it could be the service provider, but it might also be a wholesaler selling off excess

capacity to reduce unprofitable flights. Various profit models would likely start with the traditional pay-

per-seat but might expand to include subscription models. The offering itself might be a premium seat, a

low-cost seat or maybe even fractional ownership of a plane or chartered use of an aircraft. We

experimented with “What we sell” for an airline to show how changing just one variable can result in a

substantially different business. (See “Generating New Business Models by Changing One Variable.”)

Working out what elements should be in a business model — and then

examining different combinations of them — can be a rapid and robust

way to explore the possibilities of business model innovation. This

process has the potential, for instance, to uncover combinations that

are common in other industries but not in your own. In fact,

deliberately applying analogies from other industries (for example,

what if a company became the NetJets of agricultural equipment or

the Dell of automobiles?) can be highly fruitful. It may also highlight
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links that create a “systemic” level of competitive advantage in the

business concept — much as Apple did with the agreements it made

with record labels to distribute songs through its iTunes online music

site. Alternatively, the business model innovation process can uncover

opportunities to more comprehensively fulfill a customer need than

any current competitors do.

A quick run-through of simple combinations of high-level strategic

questions can produce a wide range of potential business models. But

each of the questions could be examined in more detail in a systematic

way to yield deeper insight into some specific aspect of the business.

For example, rather than brainstorming various alternatives for the

“What we sell” category, a company could break the category down

into its constituent parts and ask a series of additional questions such

as:

Should we sell a product or a service?

Should it be standard or customizable?

Will its benefits be tangible or intangible?

Will we sell a generic or branded offering?

Should it be a durable or a consumable?

We have often found it useful to visualize such choices as switches, or levers, which can be flipped one way

or the other. (See “Exploring Offering Options in More Depth.”) You could engage in a similar exercise to

systematically explore potential variations in the way a customer might gain access to an offering or the

way a customer might pay for it.

Narrowing the Choices

Despite what one might think, these choices are not infinite. In working through possible combinations of

variables, it becomes clear that some are inherently interrelated. For example, if the offering is a durable

good like a car, it is unlikely that the consumer will need to purchase new ones frequently. Such

realizations dramatically reduce the number of options that must be explored.

What’s more, there are likely only a handful of ways that any of these questions can be practically

addressed while remaining consistent with the mission of the organization and its “goals and bounds”4 —

that is, what the organization is willing, and not willing, to do. Some answers form a more natural path to

making the business more efficient or better able to deliver the existing value proposition. Some will lead

to models that are more feasible to implement than others, given the company’s existing competencies and

its ability to develop new ones.

In fact, it is possible to use this approach to deliberately align the exploration of alternative business
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models with wider corporate goals by “locking in” one or more variables as you go about your

experimentation. To see how this might work, let’s take a look at two cases in more depth. In the first, a

tool manufacturer explores opportunities to enter new lines of business spurred by market trends; in the

second, a maker of petroleum additives seeks to identify new ways to employ its core competencies.

Exploring New Customer Needs

Kennametal is a tool manufacturer based in Latrobe, Pennsylvania. Faced with an evolving manufacturing

environment, a changing customer base and increasing global competition, Kennametal embarked on a

business model experimentation initiative to diversify its revenue stream by identifying two to three new

businesses in adjacent markets that would leverage core assets. A small team kicked off the initiative with a

research effort focused on developing a more comprehensive understanding of potential customers’

frustrations, desires and challenges, in order to populate both the target customer and possible needs

categories of the business model template. The research involved a combination of qualitative,

quantitative and observational activities.5

Since the goal was to create diversified revenue streams, Kennametal chose to prioritize needs based on

the classic measures of their profit potential: importance to the customer, the customer’s level of

dissatisfaction with the offerings currently on the market and the degree to which the need had not already

been targeted by other internal efforts. The company then identified three high-potential combinations.

For example, one was small “job shops” that had unmet training needs. The next step was to focus on

developing the offering and determine how the company would deliver it.

For each possibility, the team methodically reviewed a list of levers for the remaining business model

components — for example, “What we sell” and “How we profit” — and articulated multiple options for

each lever. By examining more than 30 different levers in multiple combinations, they systematically

generated an expansive list of possible business model options. Conceptualizing the different components

of a business model as levers forced the team to consider new combinations they likely would have

otherwise overlooked. For example, Kennametal has traditionally been a product-centered company that

provides service as part of product sales. However, by looking at its service capabilities and examining the

options for some “How we profit” levers, the company was able to consider a number of interesting fee-

for-service business models. In doing so, Kennametal was essentially exploring ways to monetize the latent

wealth of knowledge contained in the organization’s experience, people and knowledge-management

systems.

With more than 30 levers, there were literally thousands of possible permutations and, therefore, the last

step in the process was to identify the most attractive ones. The team focused on the possibilities that

would generate the greatest customer satisfaction, would be the hardest for competitors to copy and were

the most feasible to pilot. This process ensured not only that a wide range of options were considered but

that the opportunities selected were well matched to customers’ needs, were competitively robust and

leveraged existing resources appropriately.

The initiative required a minimal amount of time from a small, multifunctional team over an eight-week

period — truly a low-risk way to home in on new growth options. In this way, Kennametal used the
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business model innovation process to move beyond incremental improvements in its businesses and

generate three new opportunities to pursue in adjacent markets. In particular, two of these initiatives

formed the foundation of new service-based offerings for Kennametal.

Using Core Competencies to Create New Businesses at Infineum

Infineum, an enterprise based in Oxfordshire, United Kingdom, with about 1,600 employees that conducts

business in more than 70 countries, is another organization that has used the business model

experimentation process. Infineum is one of the leading formulators, manufacturers and marketers of

petroleum additives for the fuel and lubricant industry, and its customers are oil and fuel marketers.

Infineum’s goal in the business model experimentation process was to leverage its product technology and

know-how and create a list of profitable new opportunities that fit with its core competencies.

Since Infineum wished to hold to a strong interpersonal sales model in any initiative it pursued, we locked

down the “How we sell” switch and did not consider alternative sales methods. In addition, the company’s

goals and boundaries were built into the process by dividing entries under each category into three groups:

“desirable,” “discussable” and “unthinkable.” (See “Incorporating Goals and Boundaries into Business

Model Experimentation.”)

Given those requirements, within each category each option was

considered according to its overall merits. Infineum identified a

number of new opportunities, two of which we will now describe in

more detail. Both went from inception to commercialization within 18

months, a time frame that is unusual in an industry as asset-intensive

as petrochemicals.

Rethinking what we sell. The first example involves additives for

the lubrication of high-precision instruments like cameras and

robotics. Identifying a commercialization opportunity for this market

presented two special challenges to Infineum’s existing business

model. First, the amount of lubricant required per instrument is

extremely small, so selling the product by the ton, as Infineum usually

did, was not appropriate. Second, Infineum was working closely with

one particular original equipment manufacturer, which wanted to

treat the offerings as a trade secret, whereas Infineum would have normally sought patent protection for

its intellectual property.

To address these challenges, a new business model was devised having two key new elements in the “What

we sell” and “How we profit” categories. The first element was to charge a regular fee (typically, twice

yearly) for work resulting in meeting R&D targets. This fee was charged on the basis of value to the OEM in

meeting technical challenges, rather than bearing any relationship to the cost of the R&D, and as such can

be considered as the direct monetization of the value of the R&D work. The second element involved

licensing the necessary know-how to the OEM and charging royalties linked to the OEM’s use of that know-

how, based on the OEM’s unit sales. Revenue from these elements, together with the sales price of
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additives sold to the OEM, created three distinct income streams, which led to a viable business model for

Infineum that was also acceptable to the OEM.

Changing places. The second example shows what can happen when you look at different roles your

company might play in the industry value chain. Infineum normally sold diesel and heavy-fuel-oil additives

to refineries, with a value proposition based on a combination of high levels of technical performance,

lowering costs and a responsive supply chain to deal with fuel-specific requirements. In the new business

opportunity, additives are mixed into the fuel after it has left the refinery, typically when it is on board a

ship in the port of delivery. Here, the main emphasis is on high levels of responsiveness and very short

lead times to minimize the turnaround time of vessels in port.

In this business model, Infineum was operating further along the supply chain than usual, with a very

different value proposition. In this case, in order to gain access to the distribution channel, Infineum

partnered with a transportation service provider familiar with operating further along the supply chain in

this specific market. By holding inventory of product close to the partner’s supply points, Infineum was

able to meet the challenge of very short lead times.

Neither of these opportunities could have been captured and commercialized within Infineum’s normal

business models. They involved the development of not only new value propositions but new ways to turn

a profit and new ways to position the company within the industry value chain. So beyond improving

business results by opening new avenues to revenue, these initiatives stretched the organization’s ability to

think beyond its traditional competencies.

The Bottom Line

By engaging in business model experimentation with a small, focused team, companies can accomplish

three important goals. First, they can understand the implications of different business models and make

clearer, better informed decisions about where and how they want to compete. Second, they can identify

the business models that will create the most value for customers and themselves and appropriately

leverage their existing resources. And third, they can use business model innovation to extract the

maximum potential from other growth-focused activities — their technical R&D, customer insight and

strategic development efforts. Given the high potential of business model innovation and how few

companies have mastered it, we see business model experimentation as a potent source of competitive

advantage.
(Reprint #:53214)
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6 comments on “How to Identify New Business Models”

1. jim.kalbach on January 8, 2012 at 6:39 am said:

Thank you for this helpful article. As a designer/ethnographer-turned-innovation-

consultant, I quite appreciate the practical nature of your text, as well as the customer

focus. Your summary of the three traditional paths for exploring growth as a springboard into business

model innovation is a great way to explain the “why” of it.

It’s curious, however, that you don’t mention Alexander Osterwalder’s business model canvas (BMC) as

a potential tool (See: http://www.businessmodelgeneration.com/canvas). It really brings a business

model to the point–a reduction sauce of sorts–which in turn focuses attention in the right direction.

I’ve used the canvas in successfully in many workshops and highly recommend it. (Note: I’m not

associated with Mr Osterwalder or the canvas in any way).

I’d like to hear what you think of the BMC.

2. patrick.staehler on January 9, 2012 at 9:50 am said:

It is quite amazing how narrow minded the authors are of the development of the concept

of the business model concept outside and inside their narrow academic world.

Think about the business model generation book by Alex Osterwalder. A tip to the authors: Just google

the term business model canvas or business model innovation.

3. cpicos@prodigy.net.mx on January 9, 2012 at 6:13 pm said:

There are several ways to approach to a business models, the most recognized and useful in

my point of view is Alex Osterwalder Canvas approach, recognized and adopted for

thousands all over the world.

I´m sure is a must to include Osterwalder´s Canvas when you are a Business Model Innovation Pro.

4. fgiones on January 11, 2012 at 4:02 am said:

Nice to see passionate followers of Osterwalder’s business model conceptualization

defending their mantra. Nevertheless, it is sad to say that despite how much we might like

the beautiful and useful design approach of business model generation this is just a management fad,

meaning that we do not have yet a method for new business model generation that provides superior

results (performance), we just have a nice tool that helps some of us.

Therefore, the authors are free to cite articles that have been peer reviewed, and in which what is said is

usually tested and contrasted. Osterwalder’s contribution to the advance of management is still in

construction, some of us look forward providing more evidence-based support to otherwise subjective

opinions.

5. karlburrow on January 12, 2012 at 6:42 am said:
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As a user and consultant, Osterwalder’s business model canvas provides a very simplistic and clear

understanding of what a business model should focus on at a holistic view with some

granular thought. Yes indeed as times passes more contribution in the advance

management of this area is a work in progress. However we can hit the ground running with this

concept/tool(BMC) and utilize it well as a management tool for thinking and visualization of business

models. As well Mark Johnson’s concept on “Jobs to be Done” from the book Seizing the White

Space”on Value Proposition for Customer Segments works well.

I am sure over time recognition will follow.

Just a thought.

K

6. Kenneth Yu on February 2, 2012 at 12:22 am said:

Yup. Agreed with Patrick and Jim, where’s the heck is the Business Model canvas? I find the

business model identification outlined in the article far too academic and far less practical. I

think business learning needs to be thrusted into the real world, don’t you think?

And pretty pictures can help accomplish that.

Best,

Kenneth Yu
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